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ABSTRACT: A novel bilayer structure of TiO2 film was found capable of yielding fairly strong
photocurrent under visible light. The base layer was lightly doped with Mo and then etched by
reactive ion beam, and was finally covered by an undoped TiO2 surface layer. Because of Fermi
level drop at the interface of the trenches, such a deposition−etching−redeposition process
implanted an array of depletion layer into TiO2 film successfully. Microstructures, crystallite
parameters, and the absorption property were investigated with scanning electron microscope,
atomic force microscopy, X-ray diffraction, and ultraviolet−visible spectroscopy in order.
Photocurrent density was collected on an electrochemical workstation under visible light. The
results indicate that carrier collection probability near depletion layer was enhanced significantly
owing to high parallel diffusivity. Under visible light, current density demonstrates a marked
increase as etching depth grows. At an etching depth around 660 nm, photocurrent density
achieved is 56 times larger than TiO2 film. Depletion layer at vertical trench edges may have a
much bigger universal value than anticipated for various doping cases of wide-bandgap films.
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TiO2 is a low-cost semiconductor with fairly good
mechanical strength and chemical stability. Under visible

light, TiO2 provides photogenerated carriers and is widely used
as photocatalyst, dye-sensitized solar cells, and water splitters
for hydrogen production,1−3 but the performance depends on
the density of photogenerated carriers (electrons and holes).
Nevertheless, a wide energy gap of 3.2 eV (anatase), which
corresponds to an absorption edge of 380 nm, precludes most
of these applications under visible light. To address this
problem, band curtailing and transport acceleration are the two
most used strategies. The first strategy could be realized by
doping of cations, anions, or both of them.4−8 Doping curtails
band gap but will also raise defect density, boost up
recombination rate, and then bring down carrier density. On
the other hand, the second requires introduction of high
mobility medium like nanotubes, nanowires, or graphene to
speed up carrier transport and prevent recombination.9−13

However, as film thickness shrinks smaller, the high cross-link
ratio of these low-dimension media will also dramatically boost
up recombination.
Although there are voluminous reports on optimized

contents of countless dopants in various conditions, opti-
mization of film structure has not aroused much concern until
now. In a previous work, we proposed an approach to deposit a
three-layer film with an ultrathin, heavily doped tunneling
bottom, and confirmed this structure can raise current density
of TiO2 films by six times under visible light.14 However, we
also found that transport of carriers far from planar depletion
layer cannot be accelerated effectively because high collection
region near the depletion layer was rather thin due to a small

perpendicular diffusivity, which is typical for all films materials
featuring quantum confinement of electron movement along
the perpendicular direction. To break this bottleneck, herein we
wrinkled horizontal depletion layers and curved them deeply
into the base layer by an alternative use of sputtering and
reactive ions beam etching. In this new structure, perpendicular
carrier diffusion in traditional bilayers was updated by parallel
diffusion between depletion layers at trench edge. Because
carrier movement along the parallel direction is not confined by
film dimension, a marked increase of photocurrent was
observed. In this work, we optimized trench depth and then
focused exclusively on carrier transport mechanism.
All samples were deposited on titanium substrates by an RF

magnetron sputtering machine (SY-300, Chinese academy of
sciences) at room temperature in a background pressure of 2.0
× 10−3 Pa. Two targets were utilized for cosputtering: a TiO2
ceramic target and the other embedded with a tiny Mo plate on
the sputtering ring of TiO2 ceramic target. Thicknesses of base
layer (Mo-TiO2) and surface layer (TiO2) were obtained on an
alpha-step device (ET 200, HITACHI) and confirmed by a
scanning electron microscope (SEM, XL30FEG, Philips) as 1.4
and 0.3 μm, respectively. By modulating etching time and
energy of ions beam, we gave an etching depth of 200 nm, 300
nm, 400 and 700 nm to Mo-doped bases of a 1.4 μm thickness,
and then denote them by sample E1, E2, E3, E4, correspond-
ingly. Another unetched bilayer sample is denoted by E0 and
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used for comparison. All samples obtained were annealed in a
furnace (SX2−8−10, Tianye) under 550 °C for 2 h to form
ideal crystal phase. Structural characteristics and cross-sectional
image of trench edge were studied by X-ray diffraction (XRD,
pw1710X, Philips), an atomic force microscope microscopy
(AFM, Park Scientific Instrument), and a scanning electron
microscope (SEM, XL30FEG, Philips) in order. The absorption
property of different structures was examined with ultraviolet−
visible spectrometer (UV2300, Hitachi), whereas photocurrent
density was collected on an electrochemical workstation under
visible light (CHI660B, CH Instrument).
As shown in Figure 1a, adjacent trenches are separated by a

50 μm distance. Samples with four different trench depths were

fabricated in this work. Trench depth for sample E1, E2, and E3
is 188, 278, and 387 nm. Figure 1b shows the cross-sectional
image of sample E4, which was given the largest etching depth
around 660 nm. Considering the distance between two adjacent
trenches (50 μm) is much larger than trench depth, even the
largest depth (660 nm) can only bring a rather small area
growth of total depletion layer (1.5%). For this reason,
influence of area variation after etching is neglected here. A
detailed profile of a trench edge for sample E1 is given in the
Supporting Information. Note that the actual etching depth at
the trench edge is significantly larger than designed value
because of ions beam scattering at the trench sidewalls. Due to
this reason, to ensure the base is not etched through, practical
etching depth should be smaller than the overall base thickness.
Specifically, we suggest that the remaining base thickness after
etching should be no less than 100 nm so as to protect the
substrate against overetching effect at trench edge and prevent
possible contaminant from the substrate.
Crystal structures of base and surface layer are studied by

XRD in Figure 2a, where as expected only anatase was found.
Data analysis from the software (Jade 5.0) suggests crystallite
diameter decreases from 127.0 to 114.5 nm while lattice

distortion grows from 0.0577 to 0.0640, corresponding to a
diminishing main peak at 25.4° in the figure. Due to smaller
lattice defects, recombination rate in the surface layer is much
smaller the doped base. Following one of our previous works,15

we gave an appropriate doping content of 0.6 at. % to base.
Figure 2b indicates absorption property of ultraviolet−visible
light. Because of n-doping and the formation of Mo−Ti−O
bonds, Mo doping shifts the absorption edge of TiO2 films
from 360 to 380 nm.16 Comparing the base layer and bilayer
sample without etching, one can easily find another red-shift
from 380 to 410 nm because of the Window Effect, which has
been widely used in photovoltaic device design.17 We found all
bilayer samples have a highly overlapped absorption curve and
difference between them is hardly visible. To make it clear, we
picked out the data of E4 as a representative of this group. From
a comparison between it and the etched bilayer sample, we can
see etching depth has very small impact over absorption
property, which is an reasonable result considering the pattern
period of the applied mask is fairly large (50 μm), so absorption
property of all etched sample is still dictated by a traditional
bilayer structure.
As shown in Figure 3, a significant increase of photocurrent

density shows up after etching, and when compared to it the
current of TiO2 is almost undistinguishable. Quantitatively, if

Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of trench arrays, and (b) step
profile for sample E4 with a depth around 660 nm.

Figure 2. (a) XRD patterns of base and surface layer, and (b)
absorption property of different structures under UV−vis light.
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we denote current density of TiO2 under visible light is 100%,
then the bilayer sample (E0) without etching is about 300%. As
etching depth increases, current density bursts to 500% (E1),
1000% (E2), 3200% (E3), and eventually 5600% (E4).
Considering there’s no notable increase of light absorption or
depletion layer area, such a dramatically increase substantiates
carrier recombination was inhibited effectively in etched
samples. Current increase at small etching depth is not so
remarkable, perhaps due to carriers in shallow regions are
already under positive influence of planar depletion layer. This
is substantiated by the inset from the other aspect, where
increase of current does not demonstrate any sign of saturation
as depth grows. It seems that the deeper these trenches go, the
stronger photocurrent would be. This confirms a large density
of excessive carriers is accumulated at base bottom, which is in
agreement with carrier density distribution along the
perpendicular direction. Such bottom carriers give few
contributions to photocurrent in a traditional bilayer structure
like Figure 4a, mainly because they’re too far away from
depletion region at layer interface. For a structure shown in
Figure 4b, however, holes are sucked into pluglike deep wells
and transferred to film surface at a rather low recombination
ratio because of a small defect density in the undoped surface
layer.
Another key factor contributing to the sharp current increase

is anisotropic transport property, that is, the parallel diffusivity
of a film is usually much larger than perpendicular diffusivity. In
a structure like Figure 4b, as the Fermi level of the base is
higher than surface layer, a self-built electric field directed
toward the surface layer is created within depletion layer at the
interface. Consequently, under illumination of visible light,
electrons within the depletion layer are swept into the bottom
layer while holes are swept into the surface layer. Carrier
transport within the depletion layer is very fast so
recombination in this region could be neglected. However,
the most important meaning of depletion layer is not the fast
carrier transfer within depletion layer; instead, it is highlighted
by the unique capability to raise the collection probability near
the depletion region. Contribution of a hole−electron pair to
the whole current density is dictated by the collection
probability Pcollect,

18 which is a function of position and
decreases exponentially with the distance to the edge of
depletion layer. In specific, Pcollect = exp(−x/Lp), where x is the
distance to junction edge, Lp is the diffusion length of minor

carriers (holes for n-type semiconductor here) and is
proportional to the square root of diffusivity (D1/2).19 From
the correlation above, it is easy to find the 50% collection ability
corresponds to a distance of 0.7Lp, where hereafter is taken as
the edge of the fast separation region. If we denote the diffusion
length in base and surface layer by Lp1, Lp2, respectively, then
the overall width of this fast separation region is Weff = W+
Lp1+ Lp2, and W is the small width of depletion layer and
follows

ε
=W

V
eN

2 s bi

d (1)

where Nd is the donor concentration, εs is the dielectric
constant in films, and Vbi is the barrier height at the surface/
base interface that follows

Figure 3. Photocurrent density of samples with different etching
depths, the inset shows the correlation between etching depth and
photocurrent density under visible light.

Figure 4. (a) Carriers transfer near a planar depletion layer, where the
red arrow indicates direction and location of internal self-built field;
(b) carriers transfer near a depletion layer array; (c) collection
probability versus distance away from the edge of a depletion layer.
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where n1, n2 is the electron concentration in surface and base
layer, respectively. Because of the small dopant content,
effective state density of the conduction band does not vary
too much with or without doping. For a light doping case like
here, even n increases by an order, the thickness of the
depletion layer at the layer interface is still very small because of
a small barrier height Vbi (0.06 V). Specifically, when Nd in the
base layer is 6 × 1019/cm3 (0.6 at %), depletion layer will has a
width of 5.1 nm and much smaller compared to diffusion
length, as confirmed in following calculation. Owing to a small
effective mass, carrier diffusivity (D) along the parallel
(horizontal) direction is much larger than the perpendicular
one,20−23 which gives rise to higher diffusion length as L=
(Dτ)1/2, with D is the diffusivity and τ is average lifetime of
carriers. This important principle could also be obtained by
comparing parallel and perpendicular carrier mobility (μ) given
the Einstein relationship D = μkT/e, where k is the Boltzmann
constant, T is the temperature, e is the electron charge. For
anatase film, perpendicular diffusivity D is as small as 0.0025
cm2/s that corresponds to a mobility value below 0.1 cm2/V·
s.20,21 As the typical value τ for anatase annealed at 550 °C is 20
ns,22 the perpendicular diffusion length (Lper) is around 70.7
nm (W⊥), as indicated by Figure 4a. Most carriers that are 49.5
nm (0.7 Lper) away from the depletion edge will recombine
before reaching the depletion layer. Along the parallel direction,
however, the fast separation region is significantly broadened
owing to a much larger parallel (horizontal) diffusivity of 0.5
cm2/s.20,23 In this case, width of parallel fast separation regions
(W//) increased to 700 nm and is 14 times larger the
perpendicular one. As shown in Figure 4 (c), by altering the
horizontal (parallel) depletion layer to a perpendicular array,
more carriers in the etched base now can benefit from high
collection possibility. After these discussions, we need to point
out that a smaller trench distance may increase the total area of
depletion layer a step further. In principle, if trench density
approaches a limit value of 2W (W is the width of fast
separation region and equals 0.7L as discussed above),
collection probability of the whole base could be higher than
50%, and then very low recombination rate could be
anticipated. Another noteworthy point lies in that the value
of this structure is perhaps not confined within certain dopants;
in contrast, it may also raise current density by an order or
more for other dopants in various wide-bandgap materials.
In conclusion, vertical trench arrays with 50 μm distance

were curved on Mo-doped TiO2 base by reactive ion beam
etching. Because of high parallel diffusivity in film materials, the
depletion layer resulting from the Fermi level drop at the
interface gives rise to many wide fast separation regions near
trench edges, where carrier recombination is effectively
reduced. Holes reaching depletion layer edge are transported
to film surface at a quite low recombination rate because of the
low defect density in the top layer. With trench depth
increasing to 188 nm, 278 and 387 nm in order, current
density indicates a growth of 500, 1000, and 3200% under
visible light (compared to TiO2 films of equal thickness).
Specifically, when the etching depth reached 660 nm, current
density demonstrated a sharp increase of 5600%, which is more
notable than many other doping studies based on anions,
cations, or nanowires.
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